
Style Guide
Racial Geography Tour



Did you realize that the UT campus is a racialized and 
gendered space containing traces of its apartheid 
beginnings hidden in plain sight? Why is Geering Hall 
placed where it is, shaped the way it is, and what does that 
have to do with gendered space? What are the politics of 
the West Mall? How does the plaza at the foot of the tower 
speak powerlly about cultural hierarchies? Why was our 
camcampus so key to the construction of Austin’s racial 
geography?  Who is that woman in Lilefield Fountain 
and why would a Mississippi slave-owner, confederate 
officer, cale baron, and regent want her placed there?

Barbara Jordan Statue

Typography
A look into the history of the University of Texas campus

ere are three fonts used 
throughout the Racial Geography 
Tour site and videos: 
Merriweather, BentonSans, and 
GT Sectra.

Merriweather is only used in the 
wordmark.

BBentonSans is used for the 
tagline that accompanies the 
wordmark, headings, captions, 
and any other pe. Bold when 
necessary.

GGT Sectra is used for content text 
and buons. Bold when 
necessary.

Racial Geography Tour



Colors



Video Symbols
roughout each 360 video there are two 

main symbols: the pointing hand and 
compass.

e pointing hands act as guides for 
viewers to follow action, while the 
compass remains at the boom of the 
picture for the entire of the video.



Video Imagery

(Multiply + Feathered Mask)

Images are interspersed within each 360 
video.

ese images appear in a varie of 
fashions, including s  overlays, 
environment overlays, and cutouts.



Website Imagery 
and Iconography
To maintain cohesiveness, the pointing 
hand symbol used in the videos is 
implented on the website as well. 

Additionally, a paern has been applied on 
various pages.

hp://cibuzz.com/wp
-content/uploads/2013/
05/SymmetryAsymmet
ry1.jpeg



Website 
Introduction Image

is introduction image is the first thing 
viewers will see when they get to the 
website. 

e image is a composite of a photograph 
taken of the Jefferson Davis statue in 1933 
and one taken in 2017.


